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  Wilton Candy Melts Black 283 g
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      Unbranded
    
	
        Type: Sale
      




                    
                    
    



                    
    	RRP:	£15.00
	Price:	£7.5
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  Description

  You don't need extra cocoa butter, because the melts directly have the right thickness for processing.
Also I left them in normal room temperature for a week to see whether they get soft but nothing happened. They’re easy to melt in the microwave or on the hob, giving you a fun and tasty alternative to icing. com, the Sell on Etsy app, and the Etsy app, as well as the electricity that powers Etsy’s global offices and employees working remotely from home in the US. I have no idea if what he told me is correct, but from my personal experience, black is a really hard color to achieve and once you get the color the end product is really hard to work with. Deco melts this product is worth every penny This product I have been using to create smash hearts during this pandemic has been such a success.

If you are colouring chocolate you can't use regular colours or the chocolate will sieze, it needs to be oil based or powder colours. Much less so than the first batch I made, but definitely not as easy to work with as all the other clays I make and work with. Sugar, hydrogenated vegetable fat (palm kernel), milk powder (skimmed), emulsifier: E492, E322 (sunflower), colour: E171.
Some of the technologies we use are necessary for critical functions like security and site integrity, account authentication, security and privacy preferences, internal site usage and maintenance data, and to make the site work correctly for browsing and transactions.No content on this page is to be reproduced or distributed without the prior consent of Design A Cake Limited.
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        Delivery & Returns

        
            
    
        Dispatched within 2 days

        	
                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                            
                            
                                EXPRESS:
                            
                        
                    
                    FREE
                    
                    
                        
                         - 3-5 days Delivery
                    
                    

                    
                        - FREE
                        
                    
                    
                

            


        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Our customers say
    Great
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        out of 5 based on
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            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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